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Abstract 
We demonstrate that subject o certain regularity conditions any invertible matrix 
whose inverse is subordinate to a chordal graph G may be inverted via a simple formula 
involving only the inverses of its principal submatrices corresponding to the maximal 
cliques and minimal vertex separators of the graph G. The resulting formula is reminis- 
cent of known formulae for the determinant and inertia of matrices whose inverses are 
subordinate to a chordal graph. © 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
1. Introduction 
Let G be an undirected graph whose vertex set is [n] = {1 , . . . ,  n}, and let 
A = (aij) be an n x n matr ix over a field I z. We say that the ( i , j ) -entry of  A is 
a primary entry of A if either i = j or {i , j} is an edge of  G. We say that A is 
subordinate of G if aij = 0 whenever {i, j} is not an edge of  G. In this paper 
we show that, if G is a chordal  graph (this and other relevant erminology will 
be described shortly) and the inverse of A is subordinate to G (assuming that A 
is invertible) then we may calculate A -j  via a surprisingly simple formula in- 
volving only the pr imary entries of  A. 
Our main result, Theorem 1, is similar to known formulae for the determi- 
nant and (in the Hermit ian case) inertia of  matrices whose inverses are 
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subordinate to a chordal graph, in which these quantities are expressed in 
terms of determinants and inertias of principal submatrices all of whose en- 
tries are primary [1,2]. In addition, when the inverse of a matrix is subordi- 
nate to a chordal graph then it is possible to express the nonprimary entries 
of the matrix as rational functions of the primary entries [3]. In these results 
the formulae may in some sense be "read off" directly from the chordal 
graph; more accurately, the formulae may be easily written in terms of an 
auxiliary graph known as a clique tree (this too will be defined below). In 
some of these results (the determinantal formula of [1] and the entry formula 
of [3]) it is necessary to impose certain conditions on the matrix besides non- 
singularity, namely that a few of its principal submatrices certain ones as- 
sociated with these so-called clique trees also be nonsingular. In our current 
result the same restrictions will also be in force. 
The primary motivation, and most natural interpretation, for our results is 
the subject of matrix completions. IfA = (a~j) is an n x n combinatorially s m- 
metric (aij is specified if and only ifaji is and each ai~ is specified) partial matrix, 
the graph of whose specified entries is chordal, then, under necessary regularity 
conditions on certain key specified principal minors of A, there is a unique com- 
pletion ~i of A with zeros in its inverse in the unspecified positions of A. This 
completion has a natural interpretation i  various applications. Attractive for- 
mulae for the completing entries of A are known [3], leaving only the question 
of the entries of ~i -1 in the specified positions of A. Recently, these entries too 
have become crucial in understanding certain completion problems (e.g., [4,5]), 
and here we show that there are also attractive and useful formulae for such 
entries in terms of inverses of specified blocks of A. 
2. Notat ion  and terminology 
For a positive integer n we will set In] = {1, . . . ,n},  and if A E M, and 
c¢ C_ In] then we will let A [c~] denote the principal submatrix of A lying in rows 
and columns designated by c¢. By the support of a matrix A E Mn we mean the 
set {(i,j) E In] x In]: a~j :/= 0}. If A[ct] is invertible, let A~ denote the n x n ma- 
trix whose support is a subset of :¢ × :¢ and in which A~[c¢] = A[c¢] -1. For in- 
stance, if 
A = 
1 1 3 
1 -1  1 ' 
1 -1  3 
then we would have 
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A{3,4} = 
ooo 
0 -½ " 
o 3 
For a graph G = ([n],E) and a subset e c_ [n] we let G~ denote the subgraph 
of G induced by e. A subset ~ c_ In] is a clique in G if G~ is complete, and a cli- 
que is maximal if it is a proper subset of no other clique in G. Let cg denote the 
set of maximal  cliques in G, and let ~ = (~, g) be a tree whose vertices are the 
members of  cg. We say that 3- is a clique tree for G if for every e,/~ E ~ and 
every 7 E ~ that lies along the path in 3- f rom ~ to/~ we have ~ N fl C 7. 
For  instance, if G is the graph 
W W 
then the maximal  cliques of G are 
:~ = {1 ,2 ,3} ,  /? = {2 ,4 ,5} ,  
?, = {3,5,6}, 6 = {2,3,5}. 
The tree 
[~' "t 
is then a clique tree for G, as one may easily check, However, the tree 
5 w"f  
is not a clique tree, since 
even though/~ lies on the path from ? to 6. 
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A graph is chordal if it contains no chordless circuits of length four or more. 
Chordal graphs have a very useful characterization: A connected graph G is 
chordal if and only if there exists a clique tree for G. We refer the reader to 
[6] or [7] for further background on chordal graphs and clique trees. 
3. The main result 
Suppose that A is an invertible matrix whose inverse is subordinate to a 
chordal graph G, let ~ denote the set of maximal cliques of G, and let 
= (~, .~') be a clique tree for G. It was shown in [1] that 
det A = ]-I~,~ det A [~] (1) 
U{~.I~}~ detA[~ n/~]' 
provided that A[~ R/~] is nonsingular whenever {~,/~} E .~. When A is an inv- 
ertible Hermitian matrix whose inverse is subordinate to a chordal graph G, 
then, as shown in [2], the inertia of A satisfies 
i(A) = Zi (A[~])  - Z i(A[~ N/~]), (2) 
in which ,Y- = (~, E) is a clique tree for G. Note the similarity of Eqs. (1) and 
(2). Also note that each term in the right-hand sides of Eqs. (1) and (2) involves 
only primary entries of A. 
The hypothesis required in Eq. (1), namely that all the denominator terms 
be non-zero, is referred to as G-regularity, and this hypothesis will appear in 
the main result of this note as well. To be precise, let G be a chordal graph 
on vertex set [n 1, let J = (~, g) be a clique tree for G; an n × n matrix A over 
is said to be G-regular ifA[~ N/3] is nonsingular for every {~,/3} E o ~. Though 
it may seem that this definition is dependent on the choice of a clique tree 
(which in general is not unique), in fact the collection of sets 
{~ N/3: {~,/3} E g} is the same for every clique tree and in every case is the col- 
lection of minimal vertex separators in G (see [6]). 
Here now is our main result. 
Theorem 1. Let G be a connected chordal graph on vertex set [n], and let 
,Y- = (~, ~) be a clique tree for G. Let A be an invertible n × n G-regular matrix 
whose inverse is subordinate to G. Then 
A '=ZA~-  Z A~NI~. 
For example, suppose that 
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[i 26il [il 0 0 1 1 3 in which case A ~ 
A -1 1 0 -5  
-1  3 t ~ 3 
Then A 1 is subordinate to this chordal graph: 
2: 3 
The maximal cliques of this graph are 2 = {1,4}, [3 {2,4} and 7 = {3,4}, 
and one clique tree for G has as its edges {~,/3} and {:~,7}- Since 
N [4 = ~ A 7 = {4}, we should, according to Theorem 1, have 
A -l = A{I.4} + A{2.4} +A{3.4} --2m{4}. 





0 ° 1 A/34} = 0 ' A{4} = 
0 
A { 1.4} :
















4. P roo f  o f  Theorem 1 
Most of the work in the proof of Theorem 1 is in the special case in which G 
has only two maximal cliques, say c~ = {1, . . . ,  m} and/~ = {k, . . . ,  n}, in which 
k ~< m. In this case we may partition A and A -1 in a somewhat obvious way as 
r lo 01 A A21 A22 and A'  [B2 = = I B22 B23 • 
[A31 A32 A33 B32 B33 
Observe that G-regularity in this case means simply that A22 is nonsingular. 
Also, it so happens that under this assumption the only way in which A -~ could 
be in the desired form is for 
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AI3  = A12A21A23 and A31 = A32A22A21. 
This may be seen by calculating the Schur complement of A[~ N/~] in A and 
using the fact that its inverse is B[(c~ n/~)~], in which (c~ N/3)~ = [n] - (:~ N/3). 
Let us set 
$1 = All -- A12A221A21, $3 = A33 - A33A221A23; 
these are the Schur complements of A[~ N fi] in A[~] and A[/3], respectively. 
F rom standard formulae for the inverses of block matrices we obtain 
and 
S(I -SI|AI2A2~ i ]  
A~ = -A2~A21SI 1 A221 + A22JA21S~lA12A22) 
0 0 
0 0]  
AI~ = A221 + A221A23S31A32A221 -A2~IA23S3 ! . 
- S 3 I A32A221 S-3 1 
Of course, 
A~n~ = A2~ . 
0 
Our claim, then, is that in this case A -1 is the matrix 
S( l -S11AI2A2~ 0 
C = -A2~A2'SI' A221 +A2~A21SlIA'2A221 
~- A221A23S31A32A221 -A21A23S3 I ;  
0 -S31A32A221 $3 I 
to show this, all one needs to do is calculate the product AC. 
This calculation is straightforward. For  instance, here is the calculation that 
shows that the (1,2)-block of AC is 0: 
(AC)  I 2 = _ A,,S~1A,2A221 + A12A221 + AI2A2~) A2,SII A,2A221 
+ AlzA21Az3S31A32A271 - A13S3LA32A221 
= A, 2A221_ - (A,I - A,2Aj2LA2~ )S( IA, 2A2~ + (A ,2A22)A23 - A ~3)$3'A 32A2~ 
~0.  
Here we used the fact that A13 = AI2A21A23, mentioned earlier. The remaining 
calculations are similar, and we will therefore omit them. 
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Now let G be an arbitrary connected chordal graph, let A be G-regular, and 
assume that A 1 is subordinate to G. Let Y = ((g, g) be a clique for G, and let 
{~l, ~2} be any edge in J~. Removal of the edge {~l, ~2} disconnects 3- into two 
components; let (g~ denote the set of vertices of the component of #-- containing 
~,  and let ~2 denote the set of vertices of the component of .Y- containing ~2. 
Note that (gl and ~2 simply partition the family of maximal cliques of G. Next, 
let/~j denote the union of the members of cSj and/~2 denote the union of the 
members of ~2, and let G' denote the chordal graph whose maximal cliques 
are/~ and/~2. Then G C_ G', and thus A -~ is subordinate to G'. Furthermore, 
~1 and ~2 are the sets of maximal cliques of the chordal graphs G/~ and G/~z, 
respectively, and J~  and J/--~2 are clique trees. 
Since A -~ is subordinate to G', we now have the special case of two maximal 
cliques that we considered initially, and we thus have 
A-I = AI~, + AI~2 _ A~tncl2. 
In fact A[[~I] -~ is subordinate to GI~; this may be seen by first recognizing that 
A ~ [/3~] is subordinate to G/~ , and then that A[/3~] -j is equal to A ~[/~] plus a ma- 
trix whose support is in (~r n ~,) x (~1 n ~2). For similar reasons we see that 
A[/~2] -~ is subordinate to GI~ :. Now A[/~] and A[[32] are, respectively, G/~,- and 
Gl~2-regular, and since ,Y-~,~ and 3-~, 2 are clique trees we see that our theorem 
follows by induction on the number of maximal cliques of G. 
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